The Turks in Erzeroum, Russian Cavalry Reconnaissance West of Plevna, Skobelev's last feat of arms, and Mukhtar Pasha's defeat at the Deve-Boyun, appear in this week's Pictorial War Chronicle. Also, how they get rid of troublesome dogs in New York, provisioning a Lighthouse in a Gale, and last glimpse of the Detectives at the Old Bailey.

The Great Atlantic Devil-Fish Aground on the Newfoundland Coast.

[See next page.]
Sir Charles Edward Pollock, Baron of the Exchequer, in persisting at the Trial of the Detective, offered the strongest possible contrast to Justice Hawkins, who occupied the late seat when he passed sentence of death upon the Mauzas and Alon Rhodes. The one was a laird, the other a hawk. Nothing could have been more quiet and gentlemanly than Baron Pollock’s few short remarks, fair and impartial to a degree, and exemplary in that he learned Judge made no effort to display extra-judicial sentiments (perhaps because he does not consider them dangerous quality), but allowed the case to decide itself as the evidence shaped it. Possibly, the consciousness that he is the son of his father—the late Lord Chief Baron Pollock—caused Sir Charles’s dignified face to wear a look of over-column gravity. But it should not hastily be concluded therewith that his tastes are ascetic. Sir

Charles has been “very much married”; what lawyer is not fond of the phrase? On Sir Charles’s death, we lost in the first instance a daughter of the Rev. Henry Herbert. He next stood at the altar with a daughter of the Nova Scotian Minister of the Rolls. His present wife was Miss Hodgson. So that it will be seen the present Sir Charles is the son of three married men. He describes his health as “very well,” but there are signs that it is not in the best of places. There is no danger of booking. W. Mosques, Manager.

MADAME TUSSAUD’S.—The Great Turk. People in the Country and Women In Place There, the Turks’ Mystery Group of the Museum (sculptures of as highly as possible are very seldom exhibited, and at this time with a high degree of success). Children under Twenty, M. Extra Rooms, 6d. Open Two Till Two.

CAPT. MAYNE REID HAS WRITTEN A ROMANTIC LOVE-STORY, “THE LOVE-TEST,” EXPRESSLY FOR THE CHRISTMAS DOUBLE NUMBER OF THE PENNY ILLUSTRATED PAPER. In a letter to the Editor, Captain Mayne Reid wrote:—“I don’t know how your readers may like the bit, but I myself think it is one of the best performances of this dimension, and the people from my pen.”


Mr. MILTON Prior, the Famous Special Artist, lately returned from the seat of War in Bulgaria, will contribute two Drawings in Illustration of an original story, “The Boy of Bulgariad,” from the pen of Mr. Philip.”

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 15, is the Data fixed for the publication of our Christmas Double Number. But announcements should be sent to the Publisher as early as possible.

The Penny Illustrated Paper,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1877.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
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